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AN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ADVANCED
NURSING EDUCATION

This school was recently officially opened in Lyons, France.
Established on the instigation of the World Health Organization,

the International School was built thanks to the good offices of
the «Hospices civils de Lyon», and with the assistance and financial
support of the French Ministry of Health. It is placed under the
academic control of Lyons University as far as teaching and
examinations are concerned.

In his address the Regional Director of W.H.O. stated : " The
need for this International School of Advanced Nursing Education
had been felt for some time already. The solution adopted until
now of sending a large number of the future leaders of the nursing
profession across the Atlantic for training was a costly and not
very practical one. It could only have been considered as a stop-gap
solution."

The School's aim is to train senior nurses for higher posts be
they in the field of the organization and planning of nursing educa-
tion, or in the organization and planning of hospital or public
health nursing services.

This establishment is the first French-language International
School of Advanced Nursing Education. Another school of similar
inspiration was opened in Edinburgh, in October 1964, for the
benefit of English-speaking students. These two schools are,
however, not the first to receive international students since, for a
number of years already, Universities in Belgium, the United
Kingdom, the United States of America, and Canada have enabled
foreign nurses to follow their advanced education courses.

The major characteristic of the International School of Advanced
Nursing Education lies in the fact that it is an experimental school
designed to orientate and promote a rapid evolution of the nursing
profession, taking into account the demographic, economic, social
and cultural needs of the modern world. One aspect of the School's
experimental nature is noticeable in its orientation towards re-
search aimed at inducing nurses to take an active part in the elabora-
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tion of health and social planning, and in the production of pro-
fessional literature.

The variety of previous experiences and future tasks is such
that programmes have to be adapted to the respective needs of
students. The latter, assisted by the teaching staff, make up their
own programmes on the basis of the responsibilities with which
they will be entrusted in the future.

The establishment of such a School is bound to arouse interest
even outside the framework of the nursing profession. The wide
social and health aims set will become fully apparent only when a
well-informed and interested public opinion can express its needs
and play an active role in the evolution of a profession entirely
devoted to its welfare.

It should be mentioned that Miss M. Duvillard, a member of
the ICRC, took an active part in the founding of the school and
that she closely follows its development, since she is a member of
the three governing bodies and will be called upon not only to
contribute at seminars in Lyons but also to organize in Switzerland
some of the teach-in programmes which the students will attend
outside France. Miss Duvillard has kindly given us a brief comment
on the undoubted importance of this school for the Red Cross.

The school is intended to be international in several aspects ;
its students, its teaching staff, its teaching courses and the composi-
tion of its governing boards. Graduates will be trained in nursing
school management, advanced teaching, advising the Ministries of
Health and Education in nursing and nursing instruction. In some
countries these nurses may be called upon to direct army nursing
services or nursing schools controlled by the Ministry of Defence,

To equip them to assume these functions, which in any case
require close contact with National Red Cross Societies, students
at this International School of Advanced Nursing Education must
have thorough instruction in the fundamental principles of the
Red Cross, the structure and functioning of Red Cross institutions,
as well as on the Geneva Conventions, their application and dis-
semination.
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